It is shown that the most important source of energy in orCincry stars is the reactions of carbon end nitrogen with protons. These reactions form a cycle in which the original nucleus is reproduced, viz. C'~+ H = N'3 N" = C'3+ e+ C"+H= N" N"+H =0", 0"=N" +c+, N"+H = C ' +He4. Thus carbon and nitrogen merely serve as catalysts for the combination of four protons (and two electrons) into an a-particle ($7).
radiative capture of the protons occurs, also destroying the original nucleus. Oxygen and fluorine reactions mostly lead back to nitrogen. Besides, these heavier nuclei react much more slowly than C and N and are therefore unimportant for the energy production.
The agreement of the carbon-nitrogen reactions with observational data (f7, 9) is excellent. In order to give the correct energy evolution in the sun, the central temperature of the sun would have to be 18. The heavier elements found in stars must therefore have existed already when the star was formed. Finally, the suggested mechanism of energy production is used to draw conclusions about astrophysical problems, such as the mass-luminosity relation ($10), the stability against temperature changes ()11), and stellar evolution ($12 The catalyst C" is reproduced in all cases except about one in 10,000, therefore the abundance of carbon and nitrogen remains practically unchanged (in comparison with the change of the number of protons). The two reactions (1) and the amount of heavy matter, and therefore the opacity, does not change with time.
The combination of four protons and two electrons can occur essentially only in two ways. The first mechanism starts with the combination of two protons to form a deuteron with positron emission, vis.
H+H=D+e+.
The deuteron is then transformed into He4 by further capture of protons; these captures occur very rapidly compared with process (1). The second mechanism uses carbon and nitrogen as catalysts, according to the chain reaction (2) are about equally probable at a temperature of 16 10 degrees which is close to the central temperature of the sun (19 10' degrees'). At lower temperatures
(1) will predominate, at higher temperatures, (2) .
No reaction other than (1) or (2) will give an appreciable contribution to the energy production at temperatures around 20 10' degrees such as are found in the interior of ordinary stars.
The lighter elements (Li, Be, B) would "burn" in a very short time and are not replaced as is carbon in the cycle (2), whereas the heavier elements (0, F, etc. ) react too slowly. Helium, which is abundant, does not react with protons because the product, Li~, does not exist; in fact, the energy evolution in stars can be used as a strong additional argument against the existence of He~and Li' (f3).
Reaction (2) is sufficient to explain the energy production in very luminous stars of the main sequence as Y Cygni (although there are difficulties because of .the quick exhaustion of the energy supply in such stars which would occur on any theory, )9). Neither of the reactions (1) or (2) is capable of accounting for the energy production in giants; if nuclear reactions are at all responsible for the energy production in these stars it seems that the only ones which could give sufficient energy are H'+H =He' Li' +H=He' '+He'. (3) It seems, however, doubtful whether the energy production in giants is due to nuclear reactions at all. ' We shall first calculate the energy production by nuclear reactions (f/2, 4). Then we shall prove the impossibility of building up heavier elements under existing conditions ()5 -6). Next we shall discuss the reactions available for energy production (///5, 7) and the results will be compared with available material on stellar temperatures and densities ()8, 9). Finally, we shall discuss the astrophysical problems of the mass-luminosity relation ()10), the stability of stars against temperature changes (f11) and stellar evolution ($12 (4) Here p is the density of the gas, x&x& the concentrations (by weight) of the two reacting types of nuclei, m~m2 their masses, Z~e and Z2e their charges, m=rmimm/(mi+mm) the reduced mass, R the combined radius, a = k'/me'ZiZ2 (5) the "Bohr radius" for the system, P/k the probability of the nuclear reaction, in sec. -', after penetration, and (10)
Then we obtain for y the values given in Table I .
The values of y for isotopes of the same element differ only very slightly.
The values of I' for reactions giving particles can be deduced from the observed cross sections 3 R. d'E. Atkinson and F. G. Houtermans, Zeits. f. Physik 54, 656 (1929) . 4 G. Gamow and E. Teller, Phys. Rev. 53, 608 (1938) The probability of a nuclear reaction in a gas with a Maxwellian velocity distribution was first calculated by Atkinson and Houtermans. ' Re- cently, an improved formula was derived by Gamow and Teller. 4 The total number of processes per gram per second is' The p-ray widths I'~can be obtained from observed resonance capture of protons. Table III gives the experimental results. Two of the older data were taken from Table XXXIXof reference 10; all the others are from more recent experiments on proton" -" and neutron" capture. Phys. Rev. 51, 434 (1937) .
where E is the absolute energy of the incident particle (particle 1). Tables II and III , the ratio of probabilities is 10~10~in favor of particle reactions.
In a number of cases, the reaction of a nucleus A with a heavy particle (proton, alpha-) must compete with natural P-radioactivity of A or with electron capture. In those cases where the lifetime of radioactive nuclei is not known experimentally, we use the Fermi theory.
According to this theory, the decay constant for P-emission is" P=0 9'10 f(w) IGI' sec. -'.
The matrix element 6 is about unity for strongly (13a) where W is the maximum energy of the Pparticle, including its rest mass, in units of rnc (m = electron mass).
The probability of electron capture is Pc=0.9 10 '~'X(5/mc)'W'IGI'sec. ' (14) where 5' is the energy of the emitted neutrino in units of mc' and N the number of electrons per unit volume. If the hydrogen concentration is xn, we have (reference 1, p. 482) %=6 10"p 2(1+xn) (p the density), and Pc=1.5 10 "p(1+xn)W'IGI'sec. ' (14a) "C.L. Critchfield and H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 54, 248, 862 (L) (1938) .
II3. STABILITY oF UNKNowN IsoToPEs
For the discussion of nuclear reactions it is essential to know whether or not certain isotopes exist (such as Li', Li', Be' Be' B' B', C", etc.).
The criterion for the existence of a nucleus is its energetic stability against spontaneous disintegration into heavy particles (emission of a neutron, proton or alpha-particle). Whenever a light nucleus is energetically unstable against heavy particle emission, its life will be a very small fraction of a second (usually 10 " sec. ) even if the instability is slight (e.g., Be will have a life of 10 '3 sec. if it is by 50 kv heavier than two n-particles" ). Table V gives the results of the calculations, based on Eqs. (7) to (9). In the first column, the nuclear reactions are listed. All reactions which seemed of importance in the interior of stars were considered; in addition, some reactions with heavier elements (0"to Cia') were included in order to show the manner in which the reaction rate decreases. Moreover, seven reactions were listed in spite of the fact that their products or reactants are believed to be ($3) unstable (starred) or doubtful (question mark); these reactions are included in order to discuss the consequences if they did occur.
The second column gives the energy evolution Q in the reaction, calculated from the masses (reference 23, Table LXXIII , and this paper, Table IV ). In the third column, the width I' determining the reaction rate (cf. )2) is tabulated. Wherever possible, this was taken from experiments (Tables II and III) or from the "empirical formulae" (12), (12a) for the radiation width. For the radiative combination of two nuclei of equal specific charge (H'+He', He'+He4, C"+He4) quadrupole radiation was assumed, otherwise dipole radiation. " For almost equal specific charge (e.g., Be"+He'), the dipole formula with an appropriate reduction was used. In some instances, the width was estimated by analogy (e.g., N"+H=C"+He ') observed. This is a very strong additional argument against the existence of Li'.
In the last column of Table V, the mean life is calculated for the various nuclei reacting with protons, by assuming a density p = 80 and hydrogen content x& --35 percent, which correspond to the values at the center of the sun. ' It is seen that, with the exception of H, the lifetimes of all nuclei up to boron are quite short, ranging from a fraction of a second for H' to 1000 years for B". (The life of B" may actually be slightly shorter because of the reaction B"+H=Be'+He'. See fl6. ) Of the two lives longer than 1000 years listed, one refers to B' which probably does not exist ()3), the other to Be7 which decays by positron emission with a half-life of 43 days. " We must conclude that all the nuclei between H and C, notably H', H', Li', Li', Be', B", B", can exist in the interior of stars only to the extent to which they are continuously re formed by nuclear reactions. This conclusion does not apply to He4 because Li~d oes not exist. To He' it probably applies whether Li4 exists or not, because He' will also be destroyed by combination with He4 into Be", al though with a considerably longer period (3 10" years instead of the 1 day for the reaction giving Li').
The actual lifetime of carbon and nitrogen is much longer than it would appear from the table because these nuclei are reproduced by the nuclear reactions themselves ($7). This makes their actual lifetime of the order of 10" (or even 10", cf. $7) years, i.e. , long compared with the age of the universe ( 2 10' years). Protons, and all nuclei heavier than nitrogen, also have lives long compared with astronomical times.
Its. THE REAcTIQNs FQLLowING PRQTQN

COMBINATION
In the last section, it has been shown that all elements lighter than carbon, with the exception of H' and He', have an exceedingly short life in the interior of stars. Such elements can therefore only be present to the extent to which they are continuously produced in nuclear reactions from elements of longer life. This is in accord with the small abundance of all these elements both in stars and on earth.
Of the two more stable nuclei, He4 is too inert to play an important role. It combines neither with a proton nor with another cx-particle since the product would in both cases be an unstable nucleus. The only way in which He4can react at all, is by triple collisions. These will be discussed in the next section and will be shown to be very rare, as is to be expected.
As the only primary reaction between elements lighter than carbon, there remains therefore the reaction between two protons, H&+H& =H2+~+.
According to Critchfield and Bethe, " this process gives an energy evolution of 2.2 ergs/g sec. under "standard stellar conditions" (2 10' degrees, p = 80, hydrogen content 35 percent). The reaction rate under these conditions is (cf. Table V) 2.5 10 "sec. ', corresponding to a mean life of 1.2 10" years for the hydrogen in the sun.
This lifetime is about 70 times the age of the universe as obtained from the red shift of nebulae.
According to the foregoing, any building up of elements out of hydrogen will have to start with reaction (1). The deuteron wil! capture another proton, H'+ H' = He'. 2 8.5 10 -" x(H') = x(H') 1.3 10 ' =. 1.3 10 -"x(H') (18) (cf. Table V ). The relative probability of the reaction H'+H'= He'+n'
This reaction follows almost instantaneously upon (1), with a delay of only 2 sec. (Table V) .
There is, therefore, always statistical equilibrium between protons and deuterons, the concentrations (by number of atoms) being in the ratio of the respective lifetimes. This makes the concentration of deuterons (by weight) equal to (see below 
and He'+He4 = Be'.
Under the favorable assumption that the concentration of He4 is the same as of H' (by weight), the fraction of H'
forming Li' is (cf. However, Be will disintegrate again into two n-particles ($3), and during its life of about 10 '3 sec. , the probability of its reacting with another particle (e.g., capture of another proton) is exceedingly small (~10 '4). Similarly, Be' Li'+He4 = B"
Be'+He4 =C".
(26) (26a)
The probability of formation of B" and C" is (Table V) P(Li'+ He4) 2.5~10 '4. The B" will react with protons in two ways, viz.
B"+H'=3 He', Bll+ Hl -C12
(27) (27a)
The branching ratio is about 104: 1 in favor of (27) (calculated from experimental data). Thus there will be one C" nucleus formed for about 10'4 n-particles. The building up , of heavier nuclei, even in this most favorable case, is therefore exceedingly improbable.
c. Reactions m@h Ife'. -Since He' has a rather long life 3 10' years, Table V ) and penetrates more easily through the potential barrier than the heavier He4, it may be considered as an alternative possibility. However, the probability of formation of C" from Be'+He' is only 100 times greater than that of C" from Be'+He4 (Table V) 2~10 "px(H') =2 10 " 30 1.3 10 "=10 " (28) which is only 1/10 of the probability of (26a) ( Table V) .
Moreover, most of the B9 formed reverts to He4 ($6) so that the contribution of this process is negligible. 
He'+e =H'.
Under the assumption that a difference in mass of 0.1 electron mass exists between He' and H3, the probability of (30) 0.01 2~1 0'2 1.3 10 "=2.5 10 " (29b) which is about the same as the formation of C" or B" by capture of slow alphas (cf. 26b, c).
Returning to the main reaction chain in the case of our assumption B, we note that the formation of Be' (Eq. (24) ) is a very slow reaction, requiring 3 10' years at "standard" conditions (2 10' degrees). At lower temperatures, the reaction will be still slower and, 6nally, it will take longer than the past life of the universe (~2~10' years). In this case, the amount of He' present will be much smaller than its equilibrium value (provided there was no He3 "in the beginning" ) and the energy production due to reactions (24), (25) will be reduced accordingly.
Ultimately, at very low temperatures ((12 10' degrees), the reaction H+H will lead only to He', and will therefore give an energy production of only 7.2 mMU, i.e. , only one-quarter of the high temperature value, 27.4 mMU.
Assumption C: H' more stable than He' In this case, He' will be able to capture an electron, (considering the shorter life of H'), and therefore 10 times as probable as (26a). However, most of the B' reverts to He4 (cf. $6) so that (26) and (26a) remain the most efficient processes for building up C".
Summarizing, we find that the formation of nuclei heavier than He4 can occur only in negligible amounts. One C" in 10'4 n-particles and one neutron in 10" n-particles are the yields when Li4 is unstable, one C" in 10'4 alphas and one neutron in 10' alphas when Li4 is stable.
The reason for the small probability of formation of C" is twofold: First, any nonradioactive nucleus between He and C, i.e. , Li', Be', B" ", reacting with protons will give n-particle emission rather than radiative capture so that a disintegration takes place rather than a building up. This will no longer be the case for heavier nuclei so that for these a building up is actually In the preceding section, we have shown that , collisions with protons alone lead practically always to the formation of n-particles. In order that heavier nuclei be formed, use must therefore certainly be made of the n-particles themselves. However, collisions of an n-particle with one other particle, proton or alpha, do not lead to stable nuclei. Therefore we must assume triple collisions, of which three types are conceivable:
shall discuss this process in the following. The last process leads directly to C", but since it involves a rather large potential barrier for the last a-particle, it is very improbable at 2 10d egrees (see below).
with a time interval of about 10 " sec. ( Both reactions are well-known experimentally. Reaction (41) has a resonance at 160 kev. From the width of this resonance and the experimental yields, the probability of (41) with low energy protons is about 1 in 10,000 (i.e., the sanie as for nonresonance). Altogether, about one B' in 3 10 will transform into C'2.
With a resonance energy of Be' of 50 kev, and 2 10' degrees, there will thus be about one C" forITIed for 10" a-particles if B is stable. This is better than any other process but still negligibly small. At higher temperatures, the formation of B' will become more probable and will, for T&10', exceed the probability of the proton combination. At these temperatures (actually already for T&3~10 ) the B will rather capture a proton (giving C"). Even then, there remain the unfavorable branching ratios in reactions (40), (40a) and (41), (41a),s o that there will still be only one C" formed in 10 alphas, Thus even with B stable and granting the excessively high temperature, the amount of heavy nuclei formed is extremely small. )7. THE CARBoN-NITRoGEN GRoUP In contrast to lighter nuclei, C" is not permanently destroyed when it reacts with protons; 'b The reaction C" +H = N" becomes more probable than C"= B" + e+ only at T )3 10' degrees. The branching ratio in (40), (40a) may perhaps be slightly more favorable because the effect of the potential barrier in (40a) may be stronger.
Direct formation of C"
C" may be formed directly in a collision between 3 n-particles. The calculation of the probability is exactly the same as for the formation of B'. The nonresonance process gives about the same probability as a resonance of Be at 50 kev. With p =80, x = -'"1 =0.1 electron-volt, T= 2. 10' degrees, the probability is 10 " per a-particle, i.e. , about 10 " of the proton combination reaction (1).
This gives an even smaller yield of C" than the chains described in this and the preceding section. The process is strongly temperature-dependent, but it requires temperatures of~10 degrees to make it as probable as the proton combination (1).
The considerations of the last two sections show that there is no way in which nuclei heavier than helium can be produced permanently in the interior of stars under present conditions. We can therefore drop the discussion of the building up of elements entirely and can confine ourselves to the energy production which is, in fact, the only observable process in stars. (42) (21) . ) The duration of one cycle (42) This result is just about what is necessary to explain the observed luminosity of the sun. Since the nitrogen reaction depends strongly on the temperature (as T") and the temperature, as well as the density, decrease rapidly from the center of the sun outwards, the average energy production will be only a fraction, perhaps 1/10 to 1/20, of the production at the center. "' This means that the average production is 5 to 10 ergs/g sec. , in excellent agreement with the observed luminosity of 2 ergs/g sec. 36~Added in Proof: -According to calculations of R.
Marshak, the correct figure is about 1/30. assumption of a N'4 concentration of 10 percent by weight, this gives an energy evolution of 6 10» 0.1 3 10 "=100 ergs/g sec. (45) 14
Thus we see that the reaction between nitrogen and protons which we have recognized as the logical reaction for energy production from the point of view of nuclear physics, also agrees perfectly with the observed energy production in the pun. This result can be viewed from another angle: We may ignore, for the moment, all our nuclear considerations and ask simply which nucleus will give us the right energy evolution in the sun& Or conversely: Given an energy evolution of 20 ergs/g sec. at the center of the sun, which nuclear reaction will give us the right central temperature ( 19 10' degrees)?
This calculation has been carried out in Table   VI . It has been assumed that the density is 80, the hydrogen concentration 35 percent and the concentration of the other reactant 10 percent by weight. The "widths" were assumed the same as in Table V . Given are the necessary temperatures for an energy production of 20 ergs/g sec.
It is seen that all nuclei up to boron require extremely low temperatures in order not to give too much energy production; these temperatures ((10r degrees) are quite irreconcilable with the equations of hydrostatic and radiation equilibrium. On the other hand, oxygen and neon would require much too high temperatures.
Only carbon and nitrogen require nearly, and nitrogen in fact exactly, the central temperature obtained from the Eddington integrations (19.10' degrees). Thus from stellar data alone we could have predicted that the capture of protons by N" is the process responsible for the energy production.
Il8. REACTIONS WITH HEAVIER NUCLEI
Mainly for the sake of completeness, we shall discuss briefly the reactions of nuclei heavier than nitrogen. For the energy production, these reactions are obviously of no importance because the higher potential barrier of the heavier nuclei makes their reactions much less probable than those of the carbon-nitrogen group.
The most important point for a qualitative discussion is the question whether a p -0, reaction is energetically possible for a particular nucleus, and, if possible, whether it is impeded by the potential barrier. In Table VII are listed the energy evolution in p -n reactions for all stable ENEP GY PRODUCTION I N STARS (nonradioactive) nuclei up to chlorine. In the first column, the reacting nucleus is given, in the second, the product of a p -n reaction.
The third column contains the reaction energy Q; when Q is negative, the reaction is energetically impossible so that the initial nucleus can only capture protons with y-emission. In the fourth column, the height of the nuclear potential barrier is given for all reactions with positive Q. In the last column, the penetrability of the potentia1 barrier is calculated according to standard methods (reference 10, p. 166). If Q)B, the penetrability is 1; if Q is negative, I' =0 was inserted.
The a priori probability of a p -n reaction is roughly 104 times that of radiative capture. Therefore the emission of n-particles will be preferred when E)10 '. It is seen from the table that for all nuclei up to boron the p -n reaction is strongly preferred, a fact which we recognized as the main reason for the impossibility of building up heavier elements than He' (/5). Furthermore, in the carbon group, only proton capture is possible for C"C"N" while for N" the p -a reaction will strongly predominate (cf. $7).
The oxygen-fluorine group shows intermediate behavior. 0" can only capture protons, for 0' the capture and the n-emission will have roughly equal probability while for 0" and F" the p -n reaction will be much more probable. With a ratio 10' for the a priori probabilities, about 40 percent of the 0' will become F' (and then 0' by positron emission) while 60 percent will revert to N". Of the 0",only 1 part in 2000 will become F", and of the F", only 1 in 10,000 will transform into Ne". Thus, under continued proton bombardment, about one 0" nucleus in 5 10' will ultimately transform into Ne'0, the rest will become nitrogen. Actually, these considerations are somewhat academic because in general the supply of protons will be exhausted long before all the 0" initially present in the star will have captured a proton.
Because of the small energy evolution in the reaction 0"+H=F", this reaction is extremejy slow ( 10'~y ears) so that equilibrium in the oxygen group will not be reached in astronomical times.
Among the nuclei heavier than fiuorine, the p -a reaction is in general energetically permitted only for those with mass number 4n+3
But even for these, the energy evolution is so much less than the height of the barrier that the penetrabilities are extremely small. Thus for all these elements only proton capture will occur (with the possible exception of CP').
These considerations demonstrate the uniqueness of the carbon-nitrogen cycle. have assumed a N'4 content of 10 percent, and an energy production at the center of ten times the average energy production (listed in the second column).
The result is highly satisfactory: The temperatures necessary to give the correct energy evolution (last column) agree very closely with the temperatures obtained from the Eddington integration (second last column). The only exception from this agreement is the giant Capella: This is not surprising because this star has greater luminosity than the sun at smaller density and temperature; such a behavior cannot possibly be explained by the same mechanism which accounts for the main sequence. We shall come back to the problem of energy production in giants at the end of this section.
For Table   VIII were obtained by integration of an Eddington model, '" i.e. , the energy production was assumed to be almost constant throughout the star. Since our processes are strongly temperature dependent, the "point source" model should be a much better approximation. However, it seems that the results of the two models are not very different so that the Eddington model may suffice until accurate integrations with the point source model are available. "' Since our theory gives a definite mechanism of energy production, it permits decisions on questions which have been left unanswered by astrophysicists for lack of such a mechanism.
The first is the question of the "model, " which is The central temperature varies from 19 10' to 9.5 10' when the hydrogen content increases '~' Mr. Marshak has kindly calculated the central temperature and density of the sun for the point source model, using Stromgren's tables for which we are indebted to Professor Stromgren. With an average atomic weight p=1, Marshak finds for the point source model T, =20.3~10', p, =50.2 for the Eddington model T, =19.6 10', p, =72.2 Not only is the temperature difference very small (3-, ' percent) but it is, for the sake of the energy production, almost compensated by a density difference in the opposite direction. The product p, T, " is only 20 percent greater for the point source model. from 35 to 99.5 percent. It is obvious that the latter value can be definitely excluded on the basis of our theory: The energy production due to the carbon-nitrogen reaction would be reduced by a factor of about 10' (100 for nitrogen concentration, 10' for temperature). The proton combination (1) would still supply about 5 percent of the observed luminosity; but apart from the fact that a factor 20 is missing, the proton combination does not depend sufficiently on temperature to explain the larger energy production in brighter stars of the main sequence. We shall consider the mass of the star M, the mean molecular weight p, , the concentration of "Russell Mixture" y and the product of the concentrations of hydrogen and nitrogen, s, as independent variables. In addition, we introduce for the moment the radius R which, however, will be eliminated later. However, the Kramers formula must be divided by the "guillotine factor" 7 which was calculated from quantum mechanics by Stromgren. 4 
Xy-(yz)-(3-3-) «. (58) Furthermore, the surface temperature may be of (56) is inversely proportional to /1 which is mainly determined (cf. (54)) by the exponent y in formula (51) for the temperature dependence of the reaction rate. The integration of the Eddington equations with the use of observed luminosities, radii, etc. , gives, in fact, only a small dependence of the central temperature on the mass. This can only be explained by a strong temperature dependence of the source of stellar energy, a fact which has not been sufficiently realized in the past. Theoretically, the centra1 temperature increases somewhat with increasing mass of the star, more strongly with the mean molecular weight, and is practically independent of the chemical composition, i.e. , of y and s.
The radils of the star is larger for heavy stars and for high molecular weight. The density behaves, of course, in the opposite way. Both these results are in qualitative agreement with observation. The product of mass and density which occurs in Eq. (51) for the luminosity, is almost independent of the mass; therefore, for constant concentrations z, the luminosity is determined by the central temperature alone. Both radius and density are almost independent of the chemical composition, except insofar as it affects p.
The luminosity increases slightly faster than the fourth power of the mass and the sixth power of the mean molecular weight. This increase is considerably less than that usually given (3P'/373) and agrees better with observation. The difference from the usual formula, is mainly due to the different dependence of the opacity on density and temperature; in fact, with the usual assumption (n=1, p=3-'2), we obtain M'(3/3'23. Fig. 1 ), i.e. , just below the temperature at which the proton combination becomes important ( 16 10' degrees, see Fig. 1 ).Therefore, the temperature exponent y stays fairly large (-13, cf. Fig. 2 Fig. 1 If the radiation pressure in the star is negligible compared with the gas pressure (y=5/3) then the star will be stable for any value of the temperature exponent n in the energy production (38), up to n =450. Only for very heavy stars, for which the radiation pressure is comparable with the gas pressure, does the stability condition put a serious restriction on the temperature dependence of the energy production. According to our theory, the energy production is proportional to T'r (see below); according to Cowling, stability will then occur when y )10/7. The corresponding ratio of radiation pressure to total pressure is between carbon and nitrogen will be disturbed and it takes a time of the order of the lifetime of C" ( 106 years) to restore equilibrium at the new temperature. Thus we must take the concentrations of carbon and nitrogen corresponding to the original temperature.
At T=2 10" degrees, the carbon reactions have a r = 50.6 (Table V) Now the rate of decrease of the hydrogen concentration is proportional to the luminosity, which we put proportional to p, ". According to Table IX , n is about 6. Then dx/dr --(x+ u)-". It is obvious from (63) and (64) that the hydrogen concentration decreases slowly at first, then more and more rapidly. E.g. , when the concentration of heavy elements is y=~, the first half of the hydrogen in the star will be consumed in 87 percent of its life, the second half in the remaining 13 percent. If the concentration of Russell mixture is small, the result will be even more extreme: For y = 0, it takes 92 percent of the life of the star to burn up the first half of the hydrogen. Consequently, very few stars will actually be found near the end of their lives even if the age of the stars is comparable with their total lifespan to (cf. 64a). In reality, the lifespan of all stars, except the most brilliant ones, is long compared with the age of the universe as deduced from the red-shift ( 2 10' years): E.g. , for the sun, only one percent of the total mass transforms from hydrogen into helium every 10' years so that there would be only 2 percent He in the sun now, provided there was none "in the beginning. " The prospective future life of the sun should according to this be 12 10' years.
It seems to us that this comparative youth of the stars is one important reason for the existence of a muss-luminosity relation -if the chemical composition, and especially the hydrogen content, could vary absolutely at random we should find a greater variability of the luminosity for a given mass.
It is very interesting to ask what will happen to a star when its hydrogen is almost exhausted.
Then, obviously, the energy production can no longer keep pace with the requirements of equilibrium so that the star will begin to contract.
(This is, in fact, indicated by the factor s'" in Eq. (55) for the stellar radius; s is proportional to the hydrogen concentration. ) Gravitational attraction will then supply a large part of the energy. The contraction will continue until a new equilibrium is reached. For "light" stars of mass less than 6p ' sun masses (reference 1, p. 507), the electron gas in the star will become degenerate and a white dwarf will result. In the white dwarf state, the necessary energy production is extremely small so that such a star will have an almost unlimited life. This evolution was already suggested by Stromgren. '
For heavy stars, it seems that the contraction can only stop when a neutron core is formed. The difficulties encountered with such a core ' may not be insuperable in our case because most of the hydrogen has already been transformed into heavier and more stable elements. so that the energy evolution at the surface of the core will be by gravitation rather than by nuclear reactions. However, these questions obviously require much further investigation. (1938) .
